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Limping Christians Help For Those Who Hobble Along The Path Of Life - Limping Christians is a book for people who are hobbling along the rough path of life. It is neither a self help book nor a book of pop psychology. Instead, it is firmly based on the word of God.

Limping Christians Help For Those Who Hobble Along The - Limping Christians is a book for people who are hobbling along the rough path of life. It is neither a self help book nor a book of pop psychology. Dr Lashell approaches the problems of struggling Christians with a clear grasp of the way Bible doctrine affects our lives.

Limping Christians Help for Those Who Hobble Along the - Limping Christians help for those who hobble along the path of life preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for many people however there are still many people who also don’t like reading.

John k lashell m facebook com - John k lashell 59 likes before I retired at the end of 2017 i was a pastor for 47 years.